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Abstract—The content management includes a major 

technical strategy in the network paradigm of the internet which 

is called a Content delivery network. The design and the 

deployment of the CDN shall ensure optimal Quality of services 

(QoS). This paper aims to brief the taxonomy of the CDN along 

with its typical architecture. Much latest advancement in 

smartphones and smart devices which are content hungry 

require more efficient and reliable mechanism for the cost-

effective delivery of the contents irrespective of bottleneck 

constraints that leads to redesign the entire architecture of CDN 

on the cloud as CCDN or a new business model of CCDN as a 

service. The challenges of design for CCDN along with the 

evolved architecture are discussed in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the era of highly mobile business and competitive 
environment, any delay in the site/content latency leads to the 
loss of the business or failure of an intelligent application. The 
most rapid approach to improvise the application performance 
is to adopt the Content Delivery Network (CDN) where 
without having an additional work overhead of updating code 
or architecture the data can be placed. The evolution approach 
of (CDN) aims to deliver the content to the end user with 
optimal Quality of Services (QoS). It is estimated that by 2020 
approximately 67% of multimedia content will be forwarded 
using CDN [1].  

CDN is a physically distributed network with surrogate 
servers and their data centers. The primary objective is to offer 
high accessibility and high performance to the end-users in 
order. CDNs provide a huge segment of the Internet content 
nowadays, containing web things like a) Graphics i) text and 
scripts, b) Downloadable things i) Software, ii) Media files, 
and iii) Documents, c) Applications i) E-commerce, ii) Live 
streaming media, iii) Portals, iv) Social media. 

Many of the web objects including text, scripts along with 
downloadable objects, applications, live streaming media, 
social media sites, etc. are served through CDNs, and the 
economics of the CDNs are fulfilled by the content owner [2]. 
The CDN is the first layer on the internet, and the typical 
architecture of the CDN includes proxy servers, datacenters, 
edge servers, origin servers, Domain Name System (DNS) 
hosted zone, etc. [3]. One of the leading CDN service providers 
is Akamai, who have deployed tens of thousands of data 
centers along with edge serves to distribute the content in 

different geographic locations across the globe. With the rapid 
growth of content especially multimedia contents, the demand 
of CDN is increasing so in the competition the CDNs need to 
assure a very cost-effective, consistent with fault-tolerant 
architecture that ensures lower latency. There is a sharp shift 
into the content type which needs to deal with CDNs as it 
includes both dynamic and static contents including video, 
metadata, etc., so the content management processes require 
establishing correlation among the content. The correlation 
computation demands an additional module for the machine 
learning which even helps to tags the popularity of the content. 
The typical architecture design of CDN considers the content 
type, its granularity along with the characteristics and the 
distribution. Some of the significant benefits of the CDN are as 
follows viz. i) media and advertising: the need of propagating 
different numbers of real-time multimedia streams demands a 
dedicated communication channel that can be provided by 
CDN only. The availability and response could be further 
increased by migrating CDN services over the cloud. ii) e-
Commerce: The improvement of the application is carried out 
by e-commerce companies in order to offer a better quality of 
service to the client. This is possible by using CDN where 
100% uptime associated with the applications can be carried 
out. iii) Education: The revolutionary in the area of online 
learning system demands real-time transaction of various forms 
of course contents along with forum management where 
thousands of internal threads are operated. Such massive set of 
information is made available for ensuring an effective 
knowledge delivery system by CDN, and iv) business-based 
application: Any business-based application demands a highly 
smooth and responsive interaction between the users and the 
service providers (or vendors/merchants). The faster 
responsiveness of the business-application is feasibly 
maintained using CDN. However, apart from the above 
advantages, there are many limitations as well as constraints 
too, for which reasons; it is worth investigating this topic.  

This paper discusses the different perspective of the 
existing models and research work towards improving the 
performance of the CDN system. The organization of the paper 
is as follow: Section II discusses significant taxonomies of 
CDN followed by a brief discussion of the significance of 
CDN in Section III. The evolution of the CDN network is 
briefly discussed in Section IV followed by highlights of some 
of the research-based approaches in Section V. Finally, 
research gap is briefed in Section VI while the conclusive 
remarks of this paper are briefed in Section VII. 
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II. ESSENTIALS OF CDN SYSTEM 

The theoretical concept of CDN is quite big enough and 
there are various taxonomies of it depending on the networking 
and application demands. It is essential to understand the 
taxonomies of the CDN that are frequently considered by 
researchers. For this reason Figure1 highlights the conventional 
taxonomies of CDN system that are discussed in the work of 
Stocker et al. [4] which offers an evidence of various forms of 
CDN system formed by the existing researchers. The different 
types of CDN are as follows: 

CDN based on 

Datacenter

CDN of distributed 

system

CDN for peer-to-

peer

CDN for hybrid 

system

Specialized CDN

Broker CDN

Licensed CDN

Types 

of 

CDN

 
Fig. 1. Types of CDN [4] 

By looking into the above Figure1, it is now clear that a 
different form of networking system demands to utilize 
different CDN systems. There are CDN systems that are meant 
for data communication to and from the data center and to the 
customers using the cloud environment. Peer-to-Peer network 
also has a dedicated CDN architecture for supporting the 
exchange of data, which runs completely a different 
communication protocol. Specialized CDN assists in carrying 
out a specific on-demand task of communication over better 
resource availability. Broker CDN assists in explicit 
communication to achieve a specific performance level using 
the broker node in the cloud. Finally, hybrid CDN and 
distributed CDN offers better flexibility to manage an effective 
data transmission over the distributed network and 
heterogeneous protocols. The fundamental framework of CDN 
includes four essential components that can be expressed as an 
origin server, several surrogate servers, CDN operator and a 
request redirection mechanism [5]. These components are 
classified as shown in Figure 2, followed by their discussion: 

CDN Components 
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Fig. 2. Classifications of Essential Components in CDN 

The essential components in CDN are briefed as follows:  

1) Origin Server: 
The actual contents are reposited over the original server 

where the data communication is carried out with multimedia 
providers through a distributed replica server to manage and 
update a large set of content databases. The replica server plays 
a role of the media server, cache server or web server. Here, a 
content provider depends on the CDN operators to globally 
distribute the contents from the origin server to the user.   

2) CDN Operator: 
The CDN operators are the third party services where the 

content owner pays to deliver their content to end users and 
similarly, CDN pays to ISPs and network operator for hosting 
its servers to their datacenters. Moreover, the CDN operators 
are run by some branded and commercial organizations. These 
organizations develop a distributed platform where they 
provide service for content distribution on rent. The following 
are the kinds of CDN operators who facilitate services by using 
different platforms viz. i) highly distributed CDN operator: 
These CDN operators rent their servers in the data centers of 
the world's leading Internet service providers, and their 
networks are highly distributed to most parts of the world. This 
location is also known as Point of Presence (PoP). The Akamai 
industry is a good example of a highly distributed CDN 
operator. ii) Private CDN operators: Private CDN operator 
established its own data center at a specific region where they 
present content distribution services over a private network. 
Also, each location being considered as PoP. A Limelight 
network is an example of a private CDN operator. 

3) Surrogate Servers: 
The CDN operators are the responsible for delivering 

quality aware content to end user by employing or hosting 
multiples of edge servers in multi-directional ways, and these 
servers are popularly known's as surrogate servers. The 
surrogate servers are proxy servers which are much greater 
than the origin servers that distribute the content to the user on 
behalf of origins servers of multiple datacenters. The objective 
of using surrogate servers is to reduce the network traffic, 
reduce load and to enhance the availability of the content for 
both end users and devices. Furthermore, the proxies are 
categorized into the following which is described as i) Forward 
proxy: These proxies are deployed to capture all the web traffic 
which is found in the ISP network and ii) Reverse Proxy: 
These proxies are deployed to capture the content request 
which is addressing to origin servers, and this is implemented 
as CDN's surrogate servers.  Typically, a surrogate server 
utilizes a caching proxy to store data to provide content to 
users more frequently. The process involves an HTTP request 
generated based on a request by the user to access the content, 
and if the content requested by the user is stored locally in the 
caching proxy, it is referred to as a HIT, where the user gets the 
respective content from the caching proxy without accessing 
from the origin server. In case the caching proxy doesn’t retain 
the requested content, then it is referred to the case of MISS. In 
this case, the content requested by the user is provided from the 
origin server, and further it stored locally in the caching proxy 
for future use. The network interconnection and collaboration 
between the surrogate servers of CDN's can be implemented 
using Cooperative push-based [6], Non-Cooperative pull based 
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[7], Cooperative Pull based [8], Request Redirection 
Mechanism [9].  

III. EXISTING APPROACHES OF CDN 

There are various works being carried out in the area of 
CDN system in existing research arena. According to reputed 
research publishers IEEE Xplore, there are 4051 research 
papers that directly or indirectly deal with discussing the 
problems and solutions in CDN system.  However, a narrowed 
search shows that there are 480 journals published in last 5 
years related to improving the performance of CDN. All these 
research papers are focused on different types of research 
problems e.g. placement [10], cost, optimization [11], 
communication strategy development [12], mobility [13], 
replica management [14] etc. This section discusses the 
existing research-based approaches towards improving the 
performance of CDN. Haghighi et al. [15] have presented a 
stochastic mechanism to carry out efficient optimization in 
cloud environment of CDN. They have discussed cloud sites, 
user sites and cluster graph model for system model and map 
formulation. In the cluster-graph model formulation, they have 
mentioned the state space, action space, Rewards and transition 
probabilities along with feedback based quality of experience. 
The resource optimization formulation has done by object 
function dynamic programming, approximate sub-optimal 
algorithm, unlimited bandwidth & bandwidth algorithm, 
Limited bandwidth and sort & select algorithm. The 
performance evaluation of the introduced method by 
calculating normalized accumulated rewards, time-normalized, 
and a number of user and improvement gain for software-as-a-
Service scheme.  Papagianini et al. [16] have presented a 
modeling of CDN over cloud that performs three steps e.g. 
service area clustering and inter cluster content distribution 
graph, inter-cluster content distribution graph over networked 
cloud environment and replica placement in the network cloud. 
The performance evaluation was assessed by experimentation 
set up, different comparative results, relative partitioning cost 
for 5 and 10 cloud providers and by mapping a number of 
cloud providers vs. computation time. 

Dong et al. [17] have introduced a streaming-based method 
for constructing a data forwarding architecture to enhance the 
cloud service provider capacity. The presented study has used 
game theory using Nash equilibrium with an aid of a unique 
negotiation-based approach for the purpose of cost modeling of 
CDN system. Existing approaches has also used the concept of 
the content-based networks considering the mobility concept of 
cloud. The study states the importance of content-based 
management system for data placement considering significant 
case studies of traffic and resource problems over cloud 
networks. The study outcome proved ts efficiency towards 
minimizing latency reduction. The problems associated with 
connectivity of CDN over fog computing was carried out by 
Mouradian et al. [18]. According to the authors, there are 
various dependable parameters of fog computing e.g. 
heterogeneity, QoE management, scalability, mobility, 
federation, and interoperability that affects the performance o 
CDN system. Siracusano et al. [19] have presented a re-
designing of CDN for dynamic content delivery and 
effectiveness of the services. The presented architecture was 
found to support significant level of optimization. The issues 

and opportunities like end-user mapping and redirection, 
network performance discovery and proxy offloading is 
discuses along with state-of-art, opportunity and envisioned a 
solution. The implementation and evaluation have done by path 
selection based on runtime, solution quality and a number of 
proxies, TCP proxies offloading and internet deployment based 
on transfer and deployment time.  

IV. EXISTING APPROACHES OF CCDN 

With the rise of massive and discrete demands of the data 
from the user, the service providers of CDN are in consistent 
threats of competition towards catering up such dynamic needs. 
The only solution towards it is to depend upon third party a 
service provider which also offers more dependencies towards 
its availability over specific geographic location [20]. 
Therefore, such problems are now overcome using cloud-based 
CDN (CCDN) system that contributes towards smart 
placement of data over the distributed cloud storage that is 
fully capable of offering 24/7 data availability for an user for 
any part of the world. Apart from this, there are various 
beneficial points of adopting CCDN that is claimed not only 
for offering cost effective solution but also certain redefined 
services towards data delivery system (Figure 3). The benefits 
of CCDN are to offer value of service as all the models of 
CCDN offer pay-per-service. Upon hosting CDN services over 
the cloud, the availability of the services exponentially 
increases owing to service availability. As cloud supports a 
better form of interoperability, CCDN offers extensive 
heterogeneous service deployment even in CDN system too. 
Figure 3 highlights pictorial depiction of benefits offered by 
CCDN. 

Pay-as-you-go 

CCDN Model

Increased 

point-of-

presence

Interoperability

Support for 

variety of 

CCDN 

application

Benefits of Cloud-based CDN System
 

Fig. 3. Benefits of CCDN 

Different research approaches towards CCDN can be 
briefed as following with respect to content placement, fog 
computing, replica server placement, file management system, 
mobile edge computing, caching, and content distribution.  

A. Efficient Content Placement 

There have been various studies carried out towards 
addressing the content placement problem of cloud. The work 
carried out by Jin et al. [21] has used Topkis-Veinott for 
addressing the problems associated with inequality in 
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optimization of location. The study outcome has been found to 
minimize cost of transport and storage of data. Mathematical 
approach of Lagrangian relaxation has been adopted by Khalaji 
and Analoui [22] for the sole purpose of minimizing the 
complexity issues associated with content placement problems 
to show the outcome with optimal cost effectiveness. Usage of 
dynamic programming-based approach for solving similar 
problem was discussed by Chen and Chen [23] with the study 
outcome to exhibit low complexity. Adoption of mixed integer 
linear programming was introduced by Xu et al. [24] as a part 
of optimization model for solving similar problems. The study 
outcome has been claimed to offer better capacity of storage. 
Literature has also witnessed the usage of greedy based 
approach as well as other search optimization approach e.g. 
Tabu search as seen on the work carried out by Yang and 
Huang [25] to prove that it offers an efficient performance of 
content placement. Apart from this, there are also different set 
of work being carried out by other researchers e.g. [26] towards 
similar problems. However, it is still an open end problems in 
CCDN. 

B. Fog Computing based Approach 

Cloud computing has some inherent capability such as 
scalability, on-demand resource allocation, a flexible pricing 
model, reduced management, and easy allocation and service 
provisioning. However, some of the limitations can arrive such 
as connectivity between the cloud, and the end user or devices, 
latency due to the overhead by inter-cloud communication and 
rule may prescribe processing at the location where the cloud 
provider has no data center. To overcome these limitation fog 
computing is utilized to provide quality of application. The 
research work towards the fog system for end-user applications 
and application specification architectures were found in recent 
past. Some of the works like Mouradian et al. [18], Stolfo et al. 
[27] and Wang et al. [28] have discussed end-user application 
specific architectures for the platform as a service (PaaS), 
mobile fog and development of IOT applications in Fog 
respectively. The [18] presents a PaaS architecture to automate 
applications within a hybrid cloud or fog environment. The 
mobile fog is a high-level programming model which can be 
used for future internet needs. The distributed data flow 
mechanism of [27] gives IoT application which works better in 
Fog. The application specific architecture for fog system was 
presented in Stantchev et al. [29], Kapsalis et al. [30] and Datta 
et al. [31]. The [31] is helpful in healthcare IT professionals to 
achieve adequate QoS. The three-level architecture of 
vehicular fog computing is presented [30] for vehicles as 
infrastructures and yields smart sensor based healthcare 
system.  The consumer specific fog computing architecture that 
enables roadside units based on IoT services as shown in the 
Figure 4. The above-mentioned scheme is found more 
frequently adopted by various researchers in order to introduce 
the potential of fog computing over CDN. It consists of three 
different layers or stratum where the top layer is retained for 
the cloud to host surrogate server. The middle layer holds the 
fog processing by managing different distributed and 
synchronized access points. Finally, the end layer connects to 
edge users. 

Surrogate Servers

A B
C

Fog-Enabled Access Points

5

623

4

Cloud Stratum

Fog Stratum

End-Users Stratum

1

 
Fig. 4. Schema of Fog Computing using CDN 

At present, the approaches of CDN-based research work 
using fog computing are basically two types, i.e. architecture-
based and algorithmic-based. The architecture-based approach 
has basically focused on developing applications for end-users 
using agnostic architecture (deals with issues, e.g., Resource 
management, scheduling application for the end user, etc.) and 
for exclusive applications (e.g., Applications related to 
connected vehicular nodes, healthcare, smart appliances, etc.). 
Similarly, algorithm-based approaches emphasis on storage/ 
distribution, resource consumption, end-user, etc. 

C. Efficient Replica Server Placement 

There are issues in the content delivery network while 
transferring the contents to the end user. To avoid content 
delivery issues, replica server placement and content placement 
method in the cloud will achieve the requirements of the user. 
Hence the replica server placement approach will lead to the 
fast delivery of content, reduction of data loss and reduce the 
cost [32]-[35]. Replica server placement algorithms are as 
shown in below Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Replica server placement techniques [32] 

D. Qualitative File Management with Resource Saving 
A multimedia or real-time data are usually bigger and uses 

too much resource for its operation. It is because a typical 
CDN system fails to manage the video provisioning issues 
owing to different reasons i) the video clip may be accessed at 
a time by numerous online subscribers rather than separated by 
a specific user, ii) variability of multiple resource requirements, 
and iii) the server selection and video placement are directed 
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through online as a visitor or client arrive and departs the 
network. So, the overhead clip management will limit to 
provide real-time service. Hence file management with 
resource-saving or Adaptive Data Placement (ADP) system 
will improve power efficiency and resource in any CDN [35]. 

E. Efficient Mobile Edge Computing and Caching 

The smart devices with different new application have 
increased exponentially in day by day. Due to the heavy burden 
on the backhaul links, latency, and other reasons, the traditional 
network cannot easily accommodate user demands. Therefore, 
mobile edge computation and caching at the edge of the 
cellular network is adapted in existing literatures [36], which 
bears the limitation and improve the QoS with high throughput 
[37-39]. Different communication technique with caching and 
computing as shown in Figure 6 below: 

 
Fig. 6. Communication techniques in edge computing and cashing  

F. Content Distribution 

The future generation network (5G) offers promising 
efficient services for dynamic user requirements. However 
media entertainments, the IoT industrial devices contribute to 
the video traffic, which causes operation cost in Internet 
Service Provider and network load problems [40]. Therefore, 
Named Data Networking (NDN) is a more efficient form to 
support content distribution in IoT applications and NDN with 
network coding technique is also claimed to enhance the IoT 
throughput and efficiency of content transformations for 5G 
[40]. There are some of the works have done by Li et al.[41] 
and Kwak [42] presented 5G information-centric networking 
which shows the flexibility of mobility as a service in the 
future 5G network. Similarly, NDN based IoT study with 
different types of the application has been addressed which 
gives security of data [43]. The content distribution and NDN 
network using network coding theory proposed in the work of 
Zhao et al. [44], which benefits in storage efficiency and 
energy consumption.   

G. Caching as a Service 

The cellular network cannot efficiently handle the massive 
delivery of content that is continuously requested by multiple 
users, as each request is processed as a different End-To-End 
Connection (E2E) [41]. To exploding traffic demand, CaaS 
(Cashing-as-a-Service) is utilized based on Cloud related Radio 
Access Network (RAN) with potential techniques. This process 

exhibits the capability to cache anything at anytime and 
anywhere in the cloud-related 5G network system. It leads to 
improve the user quality of service in different mobile 
application [41]. Similar kind of work like Hybrid content 
cashing in the 5G network for Efficient Content Exclusion and 
Replication in work of Kwak et al. [42] and Bilal and Kang 
[43]. Table 1 below shows the recent CaaS techniques and its 
performances. 

TABLE I. CAAS APPROACHES AND PERFORMANCES 

Authors 
Solution Approaches, 

Algorithms 
Performance 

Zhao et al. 

[44] 

Cluster content cashing 

structure 
Gain, cost 

Aggarwal et 

al. [45] 

The functional caching 

approach, a heuristic 

algorithm  

Latency 

Hu et al. [46] 

Caching and Request 

Balancing (CRB) 

algorithm, Differential 

Provisioning and 

Caching (DPC) 

algorithm 

Efficiency 

Therefore, a closer look into the above outcomes shows 
that there are various literatures emphasizing on improving 
CDN performance. There is no doubt that cloud-based CDN is 
claimed to offer more advantages to the content delivery 
system; however, still, there are some problems that are found 
missing in any of the existing research approaches of cloud-
based CDN system. The present state of cloud eco-system is 
already shrouded y security problems as well as performance 
issues at the same time. This primary problem can for sure 
offer challenges towards the efficient operation and 
productivity that can seriously affect the enterprise business. 
Another challenging problem observed in almost all the 
approaches discussed under this section is that existing scheme 
of CDN claims to offer supportability of the static data packet 
from one to another point, but there is no evidence to prove if it 
supports real-time transmission of data/service of dynamic 
origin. Apart from this, there is always a contradiction of a 
federation-based criterion where the cost factor of service is 
never found to be considered. 

Apart from these, there is also the certain dedicated effort 
of improving the performance of CDN with a target to obtain a 
better form of scalability, mobility supportability, working with 
heterogeneous devices, interoperability, and supportability of 
federation criteria. However, the summary of Table-2 to Table 
4 shows that almost all the studies have been associated with 
problems and there is no significant literature to offer 
comprehensive and full-fledged supportability of all such 
factors. Moreover, the methodology of carrying out the 
research (which is mainly prototyping) is another reason to 
narrow down the scope of work where the prominence of 
various network-related attributes on the cloud is found 
hypothetically considered in existing studies. These causes 
were reducing the applicability of existing schemes towards the 
CDN system that is claimed to be using either cloud or fog 
computing.
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TABLE II. SCHEDULING SCHEMES ON CDN SYSTEM 

Authors Techniques Advantages Limitation 

Giang et al. [47] Prototyping, directed graph Supports QoS Doesn’t support federation-based criteria 

Hong et al. [48] Simulation-based study Offers diversified service handling Doesn’t offer QoS 

Yangui et al. [49] 
Prototyping, layer-based 

architecture 
Induces better interoperability 

Doesn’t ensure supportability of 

diversified service handling 

TABLE III. CDN SCHEMES TOWARDS COMMUNICATION PROBLEM  

Authors Techniques Advantages Limitation 

Aazam et al. [50] Prototyping, architecture-based Offers interoperability Doesn’t address mobility issues 

Shi et al.[51] 
Prototyping, layer-based communication 

system 
Simplified model 

Significantly suffers from 

interoperability, mobility 

Krishnan et al. [52] Prototyping, architecture-based Conceptual model 
Significantly suffers from 

interoperability, mobility 

TABLE IV. CDN SCHEMES FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

Authors Techniques Advantages Limitation 

Cardellini et al. [53] Prototyping, scheduler design Comprehensive model No benchmarking 

Bittencourt et al. [54] Analytical, layer-based architecture Offers better QoS and mobility Doesn’t offer scalability 

Kapsalis et al.[55] Simulation-based, load balancing Offers better QoS and mobility Doesn’t offer interoperability 

V. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES IN CCDN 

The prior set of sections has briefed the existing approaches 
and methods of improving the performance of CDNs. The 
existing approaches have beneficial points as well as 
limitations too. Although certain limitations could be 
overcome, there was no prominent discussion regarding its 
solution, which is now termed as research gaps. This section 
discusses the prominent research gaps as follows:  

 Security Prone: There are very few research approaches 
that have been emphasizing on the prominent security 
breaches over CCDN. As exposures of CCDN towards 
adversaries are exponentially more, offering robust 
security is still a far away from successful real-time 
implementation.  

 Placement Strategies in Nascent Stage: The placement 
strategy orients around exploring the suitable position 
of the server where the content, as well as the proxy 
server, should be residing on. It is quite a challenging 
task as it completely depends upon the frequency of 
accessing the specific resources as well as consumer-
based unpredictable behavior. At present, the majority 
of the placement of data is highly static and very less 
dynamic, although some advancement has happened in 
the area of virtualization over the cloud.  

Routing among Surrogate-Server: A surrogate server is 
also characterized by a certain set of resources and 
capabilities that are required to be utilized effectively. 
An efficient surrogate server should be able to identify 
the direction of routing that should not only save cost 
but should be highly faster. Unfortunately, existing 
literature towards CDN has no emphasized on this 
problem. With the increase of dynamic and complex 

traffic behavior, there is a good probability that the 
decision of routing could go inappropriate that will 
result in unwanted cost levied by the user.  

 Request Redirection Method: Proximity metric is one of 
the essential, dependable parameters to perform request 
redirection problem. Apart from security routing 
problem, it is yet a challenging task to take a precise 
decision of performing redirection of request on a 
specific set of CDN nodes ensuring lower cost.  

 Caching Techniques Localization of Surrogate-Server: 
There are different forms of caching technique that is 
used in CDN; however, there are still certain problems 
in it. In the existing literature, the effects of diversified 
traffic behavior of HTTP header on the caching method 
while localizing the surrogate server are unexplained. 
The need for a change of default configuration on the 
existing CCDN in order to suit the traffic demand is not 
found to be discussed in existing kinds of literature.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper discusses various aspects of CDN where it could 
be found that it offers a significant advantage to a reliable and 
dedicated channel of data/service delivery, but it is also 
associated with a potential set of problems. Although, by 
migrating CDN over cloud has offered some tangible benefits 
but the problems have now doubled as cloud-based CDN 
exposes the CDN system to a large, dynamic, complex, and 
unsecure data. Since there is less number of studies carried out 
in the existing system; we focused on such problems and 
various research gaps in this study. Our next future work shall 
be to extend this review work further and make it more 
exhaustive as well as evolve up with some concrete solution to 
resist such critical research problems in CDN.  
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